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Abstract—Various biosensing platforms for real-time
monitoring and mapping of chemical signals in neural networks
have been developed based on CMOS process technology. Despite
their achievements, however, there remains a demand for an
advanced method that can offer detailed insights into cellular
functions with higher spatiotemporal resolution. Here, we present
a pH image sensor that employs a high-density array of 256 × 256
pixels and readout circuitry designed for fast operation. The
sensor's characteristics, such as the pH sensitivity of 55.1 mV/pH
and higher frame speed of 1933 fps, are experimentally
demonstrated and compared to those of state-of-the-art pH image
sensors. Among them, our sensor presents the smallest pitch of 2
µm with a significantly high operation speed. This sensor can
successfully detect a pH change, but also transform the measured
data to a two-dimensional (2D) image series in real-time. The
practical spatial resolution of images is investigated by an
evaluation method that we firstly propose in this work. By this
method, we confirm that our sensor can discriminate objects
distanced over 4 µm apart which is twice bigger than the pixel
pitch. In order to analyze the degraded resolution and image blur,
a capacitive coupling effect at an ion-sensitive membrane is
suggested as the main factor and demonstrated by simulation.
Index Terms—pH image sensor, high-density array, high frame
rate, ion sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET), spatial resolution,
pH monitoring

I.

INTRODUCTION

R

REAL-TIME imaging of pH changes by biosensing
platforms offers new opportunities in neural networks to
observe chemical activity and to help understand their mutual
interactions [1]–[3]. The transient, localized pH changes are
caused via several mechanisms and indicate that there is neural
activity at the corresponding place [4]. To study these
biological changes, electrochemical strategies, such as an ionsensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET), have been developed
to transduce biochemical information from nervous cells to
artificial systems. One of the key benefits in an ISFET is that
the gate can be modified with specific biological elements such
as enzymes, antibodies, ion selective polymer and nucleic acids
[5]–[9]. These potential advantages of monitoring multiplex
interactions among various analyte samples are promising
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multiple variations of the biosensing platform. Thus, recent
studies have developed large-scale, high-density ISFET sensors
based on the progress of CMOS integrated circuit technologies
[10]–[15]. They allow imaging and recording activities in large
neural populations.
Previous improvement in compact modelling includes
variant gate structures on an ISFET, such as floating and
extended gate [16], double gate [17] or enclosed gate [18].
While the sensing area size has been successfully reduced in
many researches, their spatial resolutions are still insufficient to
investigate the neurotransmission at chemical synapses.
According to a report the synaptic density was 0.007 - 0.25
synapse/µm2 [19] in hippocampal of a rat. In other words, it
means that there is approximately one synapse per 4 µm2 in case
of high density. Apart from the chemical signals, the scaling of
transistor dimension on a readout channel was successfully
employed in achieving microelectrode array imaging of action
potential [20]. However, the imaging speed is still problematic
as the sensor density increases. A significantly higher temporal
resolution than a few milliseconds is required to detect
molecules released from vesicles [21]. Because of temporal
requirements for real-time monitoring, some ion-image sensors
process the measured signals to transfer digitized data via a
pipelined analog-to-digital converter (ADC) [22], [23]. To
realize a small pixel size with a high frame speed, our sensor
employs a column-parallel single slop (SS) ADC architecture
connected with two memory cells. The SS ADC architecture is
well known for having a good linearity and small area among
CMOS imaging technologies for digital cameras [24], [25]. The
plural memory cells carrying out write and read by turns are
implemented to achieve high-speed readout.
In this work, we aim to design and develop a pH image sensor
toward large-scale, high-density and fast frame rate imaging.
The pH image sensor is fabricated by a modified CMOS
process technology. A small pixel pitch is achieved by utilizing
a shrunken in-pixel circuit and an efficiently arranged readout
circuit architecture. Moreover, the frame rate is accelerated by
the operating of measuring and readout in parallel. We then
evaluate the imaging capability with high-spatial resolution in
biological environments using the proposed pH image sensor.
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Fig. 1. (a) A cross-sectional view of the extended gate ISFET structure and (b)
its behavioral macromodel.

Fig. 3. The operating principle of a pixel with three transistors to convert from
pH changes to electrical signals. (a) Supplying charges into FD by biasing ID
to GND. (b) Spilling the charges from FD by applying a high bias voltage of
VDD to ID. (c) Reading out the voltage level of FD through a source follower
circuit.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Analogue front end topologies for single pixel readout with (a) four
transistors (4-T) [32] and (b) three transistors (3-T).

II.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ISFET-BASED PH IMAGE SENSOR

ISFET was developed as a chemical sensor, which is a
MOSFET using the extended gate to an ion sensitive membrane
replacing the gate oxide and requiring a reference electrode to
operate in solution. Its structure is depicted in Fig. 1 (a). The
pH response results from a parallel shift of threshold voltage
(VT(ISFET)) in the ISFET ID-VGS characteristic. The shift is
caused by the site-bonding reaction between electrolyte and the
surface of the Ta2O5 layer [26]. Therefore, pH sensing of the
ISFET can be described using a combination of the surface
reaction model and the Gouy-Chapman-Stern double layer
model of ion distribution [27], [28] by
VT  ISFET   VT nMOS 1  VChem

(1)

and

VChem    2.3U T pH

(2)

Fig. 4. A top view of the designed pixel layout.

where VT(nMOS1) is the threshold voltage of the nMOSFET
(nMOS1) in the extended gate ISFET structure; VChem a
grouping of a chemical potential at the ion-sensitive membrane
surface; γ a pH-independent grouping factor of chemical
potentials; α a sensitivity parameter (0<α<1) relative to the ideal
Nernstian sensitivity; UT the thermal voltage kT/q; and pH a
measure of the hydrogen ion activity pH = − log10 [H + ] in
solution [29].
This model can be represented in an equivalent circuit as
shown in Fig. 1 (b). The pH change causes the threshold voltage
shift that is defined as a change in the floating gate voltage as
follows [30],
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Fig. 5. Sensor readout circuit schematic. Sensor read timing diagram.

VG '  Vref  VChem  Vref    S N pH 

(3)

VG’ is a membrane surface voltage and SN is the ideal Nernstian
sensitivity that is limited to 2.3kT/q = 59 mV/pH at RT [31].
The reference voltage (Vref) is an input signal of this model and
is attenuated by the capacitive division:




/ C

VG  VG ' Cmem / Cmem  Cg  C p 



 

 Vref    S N pH   Cmem

mem



 Cg  C p 

(4)

where Cmem, Cg and Cp are the ion sensitive membrane, gate
oxide and wiring capacitances, respectively; and the VG a gate
voltage of nMOS1. The Cmem is given by
C mem  A 0 ( Ta2O5 / d Ta2O5 )

(5)

where A is the surface dimensions of a metal top; ε0 the vacuum
permittivity; εTa2O5 the relative permittivity of tantalum
pentoxide (Ta2O5) that is used as the ion sensitive membrane in
our sensor; and dTa2O5 the thickness of the Ta2O5 membrane.
The Cmem for our sensor is 1.6 fF.
As shown the proposed in-pixel circuit in figure 2(b), the
value of the charges that is stored at a floating diffusion (FD)
by a source follower (SF1) is readout via next source follower
(SF2) as an output voltage (VOUT). SF1 consists of nMOS1 and
its parasitic resistance as a source load resistor. The VOUT
considering voltage gains (gn) of the source followers can be
calculated, as below,


 V  V



VOUT  VFD  VT ( nMOS 2)  V2  g 2
G



T ( nMOS 1)  V1  g1  VT ( nMOS 2 )  V2 g 2

(6)

Here, the ∆Vn is a voltage difference via source followers and
described as following:
Vn 

2 I n C gW L 

(7)

where In is the source follower current (I1 or I2); W and L the
width and length of the channel of nMOSFETs (nMOS1 and
nMOS2), respectively; µ the carrier mobility in the channel.
III. SENSOR CHIP DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The proposed pH image sensor in this paper is rather like an
active pixel sensor (APS) with intra pixel charge transfer. The
advantage of the APS architecture is that it can be fabricated in
large and dense arrays and is highly compatible with advanced
CMOS device processes [30]. In order to detect the ion
concentration, the ISFET is inserted as an active transistor
within each pixel. In this section, we introduce several
techniques that are used to enable the denser array and higher
frame rate.
A. Pixel structure
A chemical APS topology with four transistors (4-T) was
suggested in our previous work, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) [32].
Unfortunately, its pixel size was insufficient for tracing
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. pH image sensor (a) system block and (b) timing diagrams.

synaptic signaling pathway among nervous cells. The scaling of
a pixel pitch is an important aspect of imaging device
applications. Based on the previous APS topology, we explore
the possibility of a simpler pixel structure with a reduced
number of transistors for each pixel, hence increasing the
spatial resolution. The proposed pixel with three transistors (3T) is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (b). Its operating principle
to convert pH changes to electrical signals is depicted in Fig. 3.
The depth of the potential under the sensing area is changed by
the hydrogen ion (H+) concentration on the ion-sensitive
membrane surface. By setting an input diode (ID) to GND,
electrons are charged into the FD. Next, excepting some
electrons corresponding to the potential level of the sensing
area, the others are discharged to ID due to the increased voltage
level of VDD. The potential at the sensing area depends on a pH
value of a sample. The potential are then read out through a

source follower circuit by turning on a transfer gate transistor
(TG). The applied voltage of VDD is 3.3V. The fabricated pixel
size is 2 μm × 2 μm. On the top view of a pixel layout, a metal
top area of 1.42 µm × 1.42 μm and a spacing of 0.58 μm are
placed as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 illustrates the sensor read circuit that consists of a 3-T
pH sensor circuit, a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a
comparator, and a memory. The pH sensor circuit composed an
ISFET, a TG, a bias transistor, and a FD. The three transistors
have a same gate size (width = 0.34 µm and length = 0.34 μm),
and implement with the gate circuit using the standard thick
oxide (3.3V) transistors, commonly used in I/O circuits, to
prevent undesired leakage currents. The FD has a parasitic
capacitance of 1.3 fF. We decided to use a comparator
comprising of two differential amplifiers, because the smallest
offset voltage of a comparator was achieved in our preliminary
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(a)

Fig. 7. Microphotograph of the fabricated pH image sensor

simulation using this circuit design. The DAC consists of MainDAC and Sub-DAC. The Main-DAC generates an analog ramp
signal that increments by 1 LSB per an ADC clock signal
(ADC_CLK). Meanwhile, the Sub-DAC works once at the start
of operation and determines the starting voltage value of the
ramp signal sweeping range. The output value of a DAC, thus,
is the sum of output values (DAC_OUT) of a Main-DAC and a
Sub-DAC. As shown in a read-timing diagram highlighted in
Fig. 5, a sensor output (SENSOR_OUT) is initialized at a low
level of ID, and then starts to read the output signal at the
moment when the level of ID switched on to high. After a
waiting time of about 1 ms, a ADC_CLK is inputted to the DAC
to generate analog ramp signals by the Main-DAC. Next, an
A/D conversion and a counting of a gray code counter (G-CTR)
are carried out simultaneously. At the crossing moment of the
SENSOR_OUT and DAC output (DAC_OUT) signals that are
inputted to the comparator, the counting of G-CTR is stopped.
The counting values are the digitalized data of SENOR_OUT
and recorded in Memory-A. Writing processes of Memory-A
and Memory-B are controlled by memory selection signals
(SEL_MEMO).
B. Array architectures
Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the pH image sensor
architecture along with a timing diagram taken from various
points within the architecture. 256 × 256 pixels are arranged in
a 2D grid with readout circuitry integrated to efficiently
measure the full array. Because a unit size of memory and
comparator circuits are bigger than that of a single pixel, the
integrated circuits are split into top and bottom parts to be
arranged densely. Each of them is connected to odd or even
columns of a pixel array that is selected by a vertical scanner
line (V-scanner). A 12-bit ADC consists of a G-CTR, DACs,
memory circuits and comparators. 256 ADCs are connected to
each pixel column. And the dynamic range of the ADC is from
0 V to 1.4 V.
To operate with a high frame rate, three measures against the
circuit design are implemented. The first measure is to have two
kinds of memory. Each odd- and even-memories have a two
sections named Memory-A and Memory-B, in order to store
digitized data. These two kinds of memory segment allow the

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) A schematic diagram and (b) a photo of experimental setup.

image captures to be processed in parallel with the readout
processes. Therefore, the operating time that is required for an
array integrated with a single memory reduces by almost half.
As depicted in Fig. 6 (b), one column (n-1) of the array is
temporally stored in one of memories, and then quickly
transferred to a next stage while the data of the next column (n)
is being captured. Writing to and reading from the Memory-A
and the Memory-B are controlled by SEL_MEMO and the data
in the memory are read in order of odd and even by
HCTR_CLK and selection signals (SEL_O/E). The operating
time of one column period is determined by the longer one of
the sensor measurement time and readout time.
The second measure is to implement a sub-DAC in order to
reduce analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion time. Our sensor
employs a single-slope type ADC technology, as shown in Fig.
6 (a). The A/D conversion time is determined by the counting
steps, as a stepped digital ramp, of G-CTR. By setting an initial
voltage value close to the sensor output using the Sub-DAC, it
allows to reduce counting steps spent for comparing of the
sensor output and the DAC output during operation of the
Main-DAC.
The third measure is to make it possible to select two types of
pixel array configuration, 256 × 256 and 128 × 128. In case of
the 128 odd rows × 128 odd columns configuration, the number
of columns and the number of rows per screen are halved, and
the frame rate is greatly improved. According to the reduced
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Fig. 9. Reference vs. output voltages in pH 4.01 buffer for ten pixels.
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Fig.12. Membrane surface voltage distribution of a frame at 9 s (denoted by
* in Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. pH calibration curve (n = all pixels of 10 frames. The standard error
bar is indicated but smaller than the makers).

Fig. 11. Reaction monitoring of a pH change at Vref = 1.55 V and 15 fps.

pixel number, the imaging resolution is degraded by half, but
the total size of measuring region is not changed.
Additionally, for the high-speed data transmission between
our sensor chip and a printed circuit board (PCB), we employ a
standard LVDS technology at the end of the device circuit. The
implemented termination scheme is the simplest one having a
single resistor of 100 Ω between the driver outputs. This LVDS
is able to operate up to 350 MHz. The proposed sensor design

Fig. 13. Reaction monitoring of a pH change at 1933 fps. 96 data are
recorded in 0.05 s.

is fabricated in the modified 1-poly 4-metal 0.15 µm CMOS
technology, including a deposition process of Ta2O5. Fig. 7
shows a microphotograph of the 5.2 mm × 5.2 mm chip
consisting of 256 × 256 pixels and adjacent integrated readout
circuitry.
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Fig. 14. Measured images during about 142 ms after dropping the acid salt into a solution of pH 9.18
at the frame rates of (a) 15 fps and (b) 1933 fps.

IV. TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SENSOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Process technology
1P4M 0.15 µm CMOS
Pixel transistors
3 transistors
Ion-sensitive membrane
Ta2O5
Ion sensitive membrane
1.6 fF
capacitance
Membrane thickness
300 nm
Pixel pitch
2 × 2 µm2
Pixel array
256 × 256 (programmable 128 × 128)
Chip size
5.2 × 5.2 mm2
Sensing area
1.42 × 1.42 µm2
Supply voltage
3.3 V
Maximum frame rate
1933 fps (with 128 × 128 at 300 MHz)
Membrane surface pH
55.1 mV/pH
sensitivity
pH resolution
0.06 pH (at 25 MHz)
pH sensing range
pH 3 ~ pH 10
ADC clock frequency
25 ~ 300 ＭHz
ADC dynamic range
0 V ~ 1.4 V
ADC effective number of bits
9-bits
Power consumption
271 mW

We experimentally confirm the proposed sensor's
characteristics to demonstrate the capability for monitoring a
pH change that can happen in a biological environment, such as
that seen by enzymatic reactions [33].
A. Test setup
The fabricated device is connected by wire-bonds and
encapsulated by epoxy on a PCB which has a chamber for
containing a solution on the pixel array. To connect between 24
pins of the LVDS circuit and a PC, the PCB composes includes
a FPGA (XC7ATFGG484, Xilinx) as a DRAM interface and a
2-Gb DDR3 SDRAM (MT41J128M16, Micron Tech. Inc.) that
temporarily stores the output data. The measurement setup is
shown in Fig. 8. The entire pixel array is immersed in a buffer
solution and tested by injecting other kinds of pH buffer
solution or dropping some potassium hydrogen phthalate
(C6H4(COOK)(COOH), Wako Pure Chemical Co.) The
standard solutions of pH 4.01, 6.86 and 9.18 (Wako Pure
Chemical Co.) are prepared to test the fabricated chip, and pH
changes of solution mixtures are measured by a standard pH/ion
meter (LAQUA F-72, HORIBA, Ltd.). The used Ag/AgCl
reference electrode (EC Frontier Co., Ltd.) saturated with 3 M
NaCl. A micro pipette is used to inject new solution into the

TABLE Ⅱ
COMPARISON OF THE STAT-OF-THE–ART PH IMAGE SENSORS
Parameters
CMOS technology
Pixel pitch

UNIT
µm ×
µm
Pixels
fps

Huang et al.
2015 [12]
0.18 µm

Cheah et al.
2016 [14]
0.35 µm

Duarte-Guevara
et al. 2017 [15]
0.18 µm

Jiang et al.
2018 [22]
65 nm

Zeng et al.
2018 [23]
0.35 µm

10 × 10

10.2 × 10.2

7×7

4.4 × 4.4

18 × 18

This work
0.15 µm
2×2

Pixel array
64 × 64
256 × 256
1024 × 1024
512 × 128
128 × 128
256 × 256
Maximum frame rate
1200
500
0.01
3000
375a
1933b
Ion-sensitive
Si3N4
Ta2O5
HfO2
Si3N4
Si3N4
Ta2O5
membrane
Membrane surface
mV/p
123.8
103.8
45
45.8
50
55.1
pH sensitivity
H
(amplified)
(amplified)
a
b
The maximum frame rate was measured by simulation. The frame rate was achieved by a sensor operating mode with 128×128 pixels.
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installed on the PC automatically transforms the measured data
into their output images.
As mentioned in section Ⅱ, the VOUT is the measured result
including attenuation by the readout circuit. A sensor’s gain
(gsen) of the whole system can be achieved by measuring a ratio
between input and output voltages and can be written as
g sen  dVOUT / dVref

(8)

Moreover, the equation of a sensor sensitivity (Ssen) measured
by using various standard pH solutions is defined as
S sen  (dVOUT / dpH )

(9)

So that we can obtained the membrane pH sensitivity (S mem):
Smem  (dVref / dpH )  S sen g sen

value, the minimum detectable pH change, i.e. pH resolution
(pHresol) can be obtained from
pH resol   S mem

B. Characteristics of pH image sensor

(10)

The gain was derived as a slope value of the linear region in
the graph of Vref versus VOUT, as shown in Fig. 9. For our
sensor, Vref was applied from -0.5 to 3.5 V and the gain was
0.51. The same gains were verified, even though solutions were
changed in pH 4.01, 6.86 and 9.18. The gain is previously
acquired before starting a biological measurement and is used
to compensate the measured VOUT into the potential difference
at the membrane surface (VG’).
In order to evaluate the pH sensitivity of the fabricated chip,
the VOUT versus pH curve was obtained as shown in Fig. 10.
The array area was immersed sequentially into buffer solutions
according to base-to-acid and acid-to-base directions. The
result is an average of all pixels (65,536 pixels) of 10 frames
which was measured at an interval of 60 seconds to counteract
the drift effect. A change of 27 mV/pH is obtained from the pH
calibration curve with a correlation coefficient (R2) larger than
0.99. Therefore, the membrane pH sensitivity in this CMOS
process is 55.1mV/pH which was calculated using the gain.
This value is very near to the theoretical pH sensitivity of
Ta2O5-gate ISFET that has been reported as 55~57 mV/pH [26].
Since this result shows a good repeatability during the tests
using pH buffers, we verified our sensor can stably operate in
the pH range from pH 3 to pH 10.
The next experiment in Fig. 11 was performed to present a
time-course according to the pH change, which implies that a
biochemical reaction could be captured when the sensor is used
for a cell measurement. The chamber on the sensor was filled
with pH 9.18 buffer to give a baseline signal and then pH 4.01
buffer was added to initiate the reaction. In this measurement,
the pixel placed at the center (128, 128) of the array was used,
and the Vref of 1.55 V and at 25 MHz ADC clock frequency
was applied to achieve a frame rate of 15 frames per second
(fps). The histograms presented in Fig. 12 represent the VG’
distribution across all pixels at the point of 9 seconds and
demonstrates an excellent uniformity of the pixel responses
with the standard variation (σ) of 0.0029 V. Additionally, the σ
means a noise signal measured from our sensor. Using this
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(11)

Therefore, the calculated pH resolution is about 0.06 pH. The
resolution can be degraded at higher ADC clock frequency, due
to the increase of noise signals.
Fig. 13 shows the same responses can be observed with much
higher operating speed of 1933 fps at the other pixel (18, 87).
96 data were recorded in 0.05 seconds. The frame rate was
achieved, when the measurement software selectively outputs
data of 128 odd rows × 128 odd columns in the pixel array at an
ADC clock frequency of 300 MHz. The improved temporal
resolution is expected to make possible to observe small and
fast changes of biomolecules in the microcellular level.
Based on the experimental results, we conducted a monitoring
of ion diffusion behavior. The recorded data from each pixel are
processed to construct 2D images in real-time, as shown in Fig.
14. We tested the slow and fastest frame rates, 15 fps and 1933
fps, to verify the imaging ability of our sensor and successfully
obtained the images composed of 256 × 256 pixels and 128 ×
128 pixels, respectively. After dropping a few grain of
potassium hydrogen phthalate into a solution of pH 9.18, the
transient response and progress of the diffused acid across the
sensor surface were monitored at full spatial resolution. This
diffusion scenario is analogous to the release of protons from
cells and provides spatial and temporal information on how the
reaction begins and progresses.
C. System summary
Table Ⅰ summarizes the performance characteristics of the
proposed pH image sensor, and Table Ⅱ compares the sensor
with other state-of-the-art pH image sensors [12], [14], [15],
[22], [23]. Our sensor has not only an excellent spatiotemporal
resolution and a pH sensitivity of 55.1 mV/pH, but a real-time
imaging ability to visualize the measured information. The
attempted fastest frame rate was 1933 fps. To our knowledge,
only our sensor provides the highest spatial resolution
combining with significantly fast imaging speed compared to
the previously reported pH image sensors.
V. EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL SPATIAL RESOLUTION
In this section we demonstrate the practical spatial resolution
of the proposed pH image sensor. In general, the spatial
resolution of the highly integrated ISFET array refers to the
number of pixels and pixel pitch. However, the practical spatial
resolution has not been tested by standard quality assurance
procedures such as an analysis of the modulation transfer
function (MTF) in test objects [34]. Therefore, we propose for
the first time the use of a line pattern as an evaluation method
to compare how different the pixel pitch and practical spatial
resolution are in electrochemical imaging applications. Based
on the theories of the surface reaction and double layer model
described in section Ⅱ, this test was carried out on the
assumption that the pH change can only be measured on the
sensor surface. The image blur due to an ion diffusion in the
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Fig. 15. The proposed evaluation method. (a) Test object and measurement setup; (b) optical image of the patterned sensor surface; (c) the
measured image. The images of 4.0-µm-wide lines from (b) and (c) shows the comparatively matched edge of lines, but in case of the images
of 3.5-µm-wide lines the line edge blurs and mismatches.

Fig. 16. A cross-sectional view of A-B line in Fig. 15 (a).

bulk solution was not considered. Based on the measured
results, we assume the reason why the spatial resolution is
degraded and verify it by simulation program.
A. Comparison of the patterns and images in test objects
In Fig. 15 (a), patterns of line and space with various widths
from 2 µm to 30 µm are arranged in a resolution test chart. This
test object was formed on the sensor surface by a
photolithography technique. At first, OAP and a photoresist
(THMR-iP3100, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo. Inc.) were spin-coated on
the top of the sensor at 500 rpm for 5 s and 3000 rpm for 25 s.
Before exposing the sample for 9 s at i-line by a mask aligner
(MA6, SUSS Micro Tech.), it was postbaked at 100 ℃ for 90
s. The patterns were developed by NMD-3 (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo
Co., Ltd.) and rinsed by deionized water.
To produce a set of test images with different sharpness, the
test object prepared on the sensor top was immersed in a
solution of pH 9.18. The optical and measured images of

patterns are compared to confirm the position where line and
space is placed on the pixel array. Due to the low capacitance
of the used positive photoresist, the pixel covered with the resin
does not have a sufficient pH sensitivity at the applied range of
Vref and is presented as a black dot in the measured image.
Since the top structure of a pixel consists of a metal top area of
1.42 µm × 1.42 μm and a spacing of 0.58 μm, the 3.5 μm wide
lines must cover at least one column pixels. However, the image
of narrower lines than 3.5 µm gives us the blurred edges and
mismatched shapes, while the image of the lines wider than 4.0
µm shows the comparatively well matched and sharp edges of
lines, as shown in Fig. 15 (b) and (c). We think the blurred
image is caused by unintended capacitive coupling, and will
discuss this further in the next section. From this method, we
conclude that the practical spatial resolution of our sensor is
about twice that of the pixel pitch. It means that the sensor can
distinguish and image objects that are farther than 4.0 μm apart.
The resolution would be sufficient to distinguish synapses in a
low density [19].
B. Analysis and simulation of the blurred image
The signal crosstalk observed at the pixels below the object
patterns would imply that there are capacitive couplings such as
C1 and C2 in a Ta2O5 membrane as shown schematically in Fig.
16. The coupling effect among pixels is considered as a main
factor to degrade the sharpness in an image of the object. A
model of the coupling effect through the Ta2O5 membrane
covered electrode array is verified by a 3D device simulator
(SPECTRA, Link Research Co.), as shown in Fig. 17 (a). The
spacing between metal tops and the dimension of a metal top
are 0.58 µm and 1.42 µm × 1.42 µm, respectively. Membrane
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(b)

Fig. 17. A simulation (a) model and (b) result to demonstrate the interference potential according to the Ta 2O5 thicknesses.

surface voltages are differently given at the left and right sides
on the model surface, and the difference value is 55.1 mV which
corresponds with 1-unit change in pH according to our sensor's
sensitivity. Ta2O5 membranes with thicknesses of 50, 100, 300
nm are used for investigating the attenuated voltage value by
the coupling effect. The surface membrane potential difference
(ΔVG’) between metal top 1 and 2 is obtained as below,

VG '  VMetal 2  VMetal1

(12)

The closer the value of ΔVG’ is to 55.1 mV, the less the
coupling effect, i.e. the higher discriminating ability between
pixels. Fig. 17 (b) shows the simulated results depending on
the spacing (a) between the metal top 1 and 2, and the
membrane thickness (d). From this graph, we verified that the
coupling effect decreased according to the increased spacing
distance and the declined effect emerged as the distinguishable
voltage difference when the spacing is expending to a particular
distance (dThreshold). Moreover, it shows that the dThreshold starting
to occur the voltage difference was shifted inversely
proportional with the Ta2O5 membrane thickness. In case of our
sensor containing the spacing distance of 0.58 µm and the
membrane thickness of 300 nm, the voltage difference of 42.2
mV was occurred. In other words, the changed surface potential
on nearby metal tops transmitted through the Ta2O5 membrane
and reached to the metal top 1 as much as 23.4 % of the
measured value at the metal top 2. Using the sensor with the
300-nm-thick Ta2O5 membrane, the crosstalk signal is
decreased below 1 % when metal tops place more than 4 µm
away. It supports that the practical spatial resolution of 4 µm
previously determined by the experiment in section Ⅴ was
reasonable.
Based on these results, we suggest that the spatial resolution
of electrochemical image sensors should be redefined as an
importance performance characteristic separately from the
pixel pitch. Owing to enhance the practical spatial resolution of
our sensor, we will explore new sensor designs considered the

membrane thickness and pixel spacing distance as well as
measures such as a lift-off process of creating patterning of the
membrane on metal tops.

VI. CONCLUSION
The presented pH image sensor consisted of a high-density
array and readout circuitry to efficiently output the measured
signals into 2D images. We introduced our sensor circuit
designs and experimentally demonstrated the sensor's
characteristics, such as the sensitivity of 55.1 mV/pH, the
sensor’s gain of 0.51 and the frame speed of 1933 fps. They
were comparable to those of the state-of the-art pH image
sensors, notably our sensor had the smallest pitch of 2 µm. The
imaging capability, i.e. the practical spatial resolution, of the
pH sensor was investigated by an evaluation method which is
firstly proposed in this work. Using this method, our sensor
could discriminate objects distanced over 4 µm. To fathom the
reason for the blurry image, we suggested the interference
potential in the Ta2O5 membrane and verified by simulation.
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